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SUMMARY

The Grove is a 575,000-square-foot (53,417-square-meter), open-air retail and entertainment center adjacent to the
historic Farmers Market in Los Angeles, California. The success of The Grove is attributable to the synergy among its
entertainment-focused uses—a 14-theater cineplex, a range of sit-down restaurants that are unique to the area, a
three-level Barnes & Noble bookstore, and a complement of major retailers—all placed within an architecturally
friendly outdoor, protected, and communal environment. In retailing terms, The Grove has three heavyweight
anchors—the 70-shop Farmers Market on one end, a flagship Nordstrom on the other, and the aforementioned
3,000-seat cinema, replete with revolving blade sign and marquee, at its center. Completed in 2002, the center, in
just a year of operations, has posted visitor patronage levels exceeding those of Disneyland in nearby Orange County.

FEATURES

Open-air retail and entertainment destination
Urban infill
Anchored by the historic Farmers Market, a flagship Nordstrom, and a 3,000-seat cinema
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The Grove is a 575,000-square-foot (53,417-square-meter), open-air retail and
entertainment center adjacent to the historic Farmers Market in Los Angeles,
California. The success of The Grove is attributable to the synergy among its
entertainment-focused uses—a 14-theater cineplex, a range of sit-down
restaurants that are unique to the area, a three-level Barnes & Noble bookstore,
and a complement of major retailers—all placed within an architecturally friendly
outdoor, protected, and communal environment. In retailing terms, The Grove
has three heavyweight anchors—the 70-shop Farmers Market on one end, a
flagship Nordstrom on the other, and the aforementioned 3,000-seat cinema,
replete with revolving blade sign and marquee, at its center. Completed in 2002,
the center, in just a year of operations, has posted visitor patronage levels
exceeding those of Disneyland in nearby Orange County.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Grove is a 575,000-square-foot (53,417-square-meter), open-air retail and entertainment center adjacent to the 
historic Farmers Market in Los Angeles, California. Completed in 2002, the center, in just a year of operations, has 
posted visitor patronage levels exceeding those of Disneyland in nearby Orange County. Patronized by neighborhood 
residents as well as areawide households and tourists, The Grove has been visited by some 16 million people since its 
opening.

The Grove owes its success to the synergy among its entertainment-focused uses—a 14-theater cineplex, a range of
sit-down restaurants, a three-level Barnes & Noble bookstore, and a complement of major retailers—all of which are
arrayed throughout an architecturally friendly outdoor, protected, and communal environment. In retailing terms, The
Grove has three heavyweight anchors—the 70-shop Farmers Market on one end, a flagship Nordstrom on the other
end, and the aforementioned 3,000-seat cinema, replete with revolving blade sign and marquee, at its center. 

Architecturally, The Grove is designed to evoke a small-town past. As Rick Caruso, developer of The Grove and CEO
of Caruso Affiliated Holdings, describes it, the “story line” that guided the design is that of “an old downtown that has
come back to life.” Thus, the circulation spine of The Grove is a “street,” complete with crowned roadbed and raised
sidewalks, which winds around a wide “town green” that has a lake and a bridge.

Founded in 1980, Caruso Affiliated Holdings develops neighborhood and regional shopping centers, primarily in
southern California. The philosophy of the firm, in Rick Caruso’s words, is to build town centers “where friends and
family can gather, shop, dine, and enjoy spending time together.” As a result, the company’s projects focus on the
creation of active public spaces within the context of retail centers. As part of this focus, Caruso Affiliated Holdings
invests substantial energy and capital in pedestrian and visitor amenities, landscaping, and architectural detailing, and
works to attract a mix of tenants that includes a substantial component of dining and entertainment options. The
business orientation of the firm is to create high-quality centers that it holds in its own portfolio for the long term. A
measure of the success of the concept is that Caruso’s projects typically are preleased to 90 percent or more before
construction starts.

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS AND FINANCING

The site of The Grove—formerly 17 acres (6.8 hectares) of surface parking lots, a nursery, and a bank—had been
eyed by developers for many years. Sitting in the middle of one of Los Angeles’s densest and most affluent areas, and
within the broad “halo” of the world-famous Farmers Market, the site had been entitled for the development of a
regional shopping center exceeding 1 million square feet (92,900 square meters), though no developer had been able
to get past neighborhood opposition to such a large undertaking.

Learning from prior battles over the site, Caruso offered a deal that many thought was more palatable than past
entitlements: 1) a project approximately half the size of the previously entitled project; 2) a promise to preserve the 
Farmers Market and the nearby historic Gilmore Adobe, an early California hacienda; 3) a more 
neighborhood-oriented mix of uses, including restaurants and a bookstore, generated in part by discussions with 
neighborhood residents; and 4) an outdoor setting in the spirit of the adjacent Farmers Market. In addition, Caruso 
brought to the table a track record of successful neighborhood-oriented, open-air retail centers developed in outlying 
areas of Los Angeles. 

Early in the process, Caruso and his team held community meetings to discuss neighborhood concerns such as the
scale of the project, types of uses, and traffic that would be generated, and made several adjustments to the project’s
design and planned operation, in order to minimize the potential impacts from traffic on the adjacent community.
Ultimately, the project received unanimous support from the planning commission and the city council. 
Caruso Affiliated Holdings acquired development rights to The Grove’s site through a long-term ground lease from the
Gilmore family, owners of the adjacent Farmers Market. Caruso Affiliated Holdings provided equity financing from
internal sources, and a construction loan was obtained from a consortium of Bank of America, PNC, and Union Bank.
Permanent financing has been obtained from Lehman Brothers Bank. Total development cost is $160 million.

PLANNING 

The focus of The Grove’s site plan is First Street, the pedestrian-only road that runs more than a quarter mile (0.4
kilometer) from the Farmers Market on the west end of the site to a new valet parking and drop-off area at the east
side. From building face to building face, the street is 60 feet (18.2 meters) wide, including a 28-foot (8.5-meter)
roadbed and 16-foot-wide (4.8-meter-wide) sidewalks on either side. The street bends around a one-acre
(0.4-hectare) green, the focal point of the center. The green, The Grove’s “100 percent corner,” is broken up into
three areas: a lake on one end, several kiosks on the other, and a grass lawn area in the middle. The lake, which
features “dancing” fountains computer “choreographed” to music, is ringed by a stone balustrade and crossed by an
old-fashioned bridge, popular places to view the fountains and to people-watch. The lawn is used for outdoor seating



for programmed performances and activities, and as a play area for children. The adjacent kiosks offer ice cream, hot
dogs, juice, and coffee—the only fast food available at The Grove.

The bulk of The Grove’s patrons park in a 3,500-space, seven-level garage on the northern edge of the site, and
funnel through a narrow restaurant-lined walkway, emerging onto the green. The cineplex, with its broad marquee
and animated sign, attracts attention from across the green, as does the “streetscape” mix of period- and
modern-styled facades.

Between the green and the Farmers Market, the straight run of First Street is interrupted by a triumphal column with
winged statue, a la Paris, titled “The Spirit of Los Angeles.” The sculpture is meant to “encourage people to pause and
linger,” notes Dave Williams, senior vice president of architecture for Caruso Affiliated Holdings, and provides a focal
point at the end of Bow Street, which offers additional boutiques and access to freestanding restaurants adjacent to
the historic Gilmore Adobe. Just 25 feet (7.6 meters) wide, Bow Street is intended to recall the human-scaled lanes
and alleyways of Europe.

A double-decker trolley that runs down the center of First Street at ten-minute intervals is part tourist attraction and
part transportation. Especially popular with families with children and tourists, the trolley runs, in traditional fashion,
on steel wheels and in-ground tracks. It is powered, however, by a “state-of-the-art” clean magnetic induction battery
system, pioneered in Germany and making its American debut at The Grove. Aside from entertaining kids, the trolley
serves a larger purpose, notes Williams. Though the distance traversed is relatively short, “We wanted to make a real
physical connection” to the Farmers Market, he says.

Parking for The Grove is provided in the aforementioned 3,500-space structure, with access from the three
surrounding city streets, while the Farmers Market relies on its adjacent surface parking lots. A system of separate 
parking validations keeps the surface parking available mostly to patrons of the Farmers Market as intended, so that 
shoppers with heavy bags of groceries or those coming for a quick cup of coffee can get in and out quickly and easily. 

The Grove is meant to provide a higher level of amenities compared with those on offer at run-of-the-mill shopping
centers, and this starts upon the customer’s arrival. A valet drop-off, which looks and functions much like a hotel
roundabout, brings visitors into The Grove on one end. From the parking garage, the escalators descend to an
outdoor lobby replete with an antique-styled table and chandelier. Adjacent is a concierge station offering services
ranging from store information to restaurant and theater reservations. Even the security personnel are trained to
provide customer service, notes Rick Caruso, and all employees who work at The Grove are trained by the same firm
that trains staff for Ritz-Carlton hotels.

DESIGN

The streetscape architecture of The Grove, designed by the Boston firm of Elkus/Manfredi Architects, is intended to be
nostalgic, echoing the styles prevalent in Los Angeles during the 1930s and 1940s. The two- to three-story 
storefronts are highly detailed, with period windows and trim, balconies and awnings, and an irregular pattern of 
facade widths and alignments, all meant to suggest the richness of a building-by-building historical development 
pattern. 

While all of the facades were initially designed by the developer and its architect, retailers were given leeway to
modify or redesign them to suit their corporate or marketing self-image. Several retailers—Apple Computers, Crate &
Barrel, and Gap, among others—opted for more modern building facades, with Apple, for example, offering as its
public face a simple and refined composition of stainless steel panels and glass. Rick Caruso, however, retained final
design approval rights, and he encouraged mixing of the modern with the period styles to create the illusion of a town
center that grew over time. The “old town” imagery of The Grove was further promoted through the developer’s
substantial investment in mature landscaping and custom-designed streetlighting. Several specimen trees, including a
50-year-old jacaranda, mature magnolia trees, and 45-foot-high (13.7-meter-high) palm trees, were installed as part
of this effort, as well as to provide areas of shade for strollers. 

In contrast to the First Street frontage, the facades facing the preexisting Third Street, a collector street for the area,
were developed primarily as false fronts, with limited window displays and some surface articulation and lighting, but,
with the exception of Nordstrom, no retail entries. Although a more active Third Street was considered in the early
design stages, the decision to turn inward was based on two principal considerations, notes Williams: 1) the existing
surrounding Third Street development pattern consisted mainly of foundering strip-mall-type business, and 2)
prospective Grove tenants wanted to face the internal main street. “Retailers thought First Street would have the
energy,” notes Williams. Nordstrom, too, initially felt that the sole entrance to its store should be from inside The
Grove, echoes Rick Caruso, but he persuaded the retailer that a Third Street entrance would help to bring in the many
nearby apartment residents who would come by foot and spend in Nordstrom on their way into The Grove proper. 

Between The Grove and the Farmers Market is a transition element developed by the Market’s management and
designed by the Los Angeles architecture firm of Koning-Eisenberg. These added structures house additional
restaurants and shops. Caruso worked with the Market and its designers to achieve a relatively seamless connection
among these elements, tied together by the First Street design and the trolley right-of-way. 



At the opposite (east) end of The Grove, the street is terminated by a focal point structure designed to resemble a
train station out of Victorian London. With its three-story window and broad brick facade, the structure borders the 
green and provides enclosure to its space.

TENANTS

The Grove has approximately 50 shops and restaurants in addition to its three largest tenants—Nordstrom, Pacific
Theatres, and Barnes & Noble. Retail tenants are mostly national firms, ranging from Abercrombie & Fitch to Banana
Republic to FAO Schwarz, and specialty stores such as Apple Computers and NikeGoddess. Unusual for “mall”
retailers, all retail tenants were required to lease two floors, yielding a more typically urban shopping environment
and increasing the density and energy of the development. 

Food is an integral part of the marketing design for The Grove. There are seven restaurants at The Grove, including
The Farm of Beverly Hills, Morels French Steakhouse, and Madam Wu’s Asian Bistro, with additional restaurants
expected. Unlike in most malls, there is no food court, and the restaurants are not the usual low-budget chains.
Rather, the restaurants are destinations in and of themselves—branches of upscale or middle-priced eateries not
generally located in malls or not extensively represented in the local market. Most of the restaurants provide outdoor
seating, some on balconies above the street, which further adds to the see-and-be-seen atmosphere of The Grove
and keeps the streetscape continuously active and interesting.

The restaurants also add to the nightlife of The Grove. They both reinforce the destination appeal of the movie
theaters and are supported by their patrons. With its monumental lobby and stadium seating, the 14-screen Pacific 
Theatres at The Grove has logged attendance levels exceeding 10,000 people per day on some weekends. Recently, 
Caruso Affiliated Holdings sold the theater to the cineplex operator, Pacific Theatres, for approximately $30 million, or 
$2.1 million per screen. The per-screen price set a new record, according to The Hollywood Reporter, and was based
on the high gross sales per auditorium. Rick Caruso credits the “one-stop entertainment experience of dinner and
movie” at The Grove, plus the “added ambience” of the “town green” as well as the retail component, for this
achievement.

A nearby link in the entertainment chain at The Grove is the 38,000-square-foot (3,530-square-meter) Barnes &
Noble bookstore. Unusual for low-rise Los Angeles, the store is laid out on three floors, accessed by an escalator
within a large atrium. With a limited 7,000-square-foot (650-square-meter) ground-floor availability and a
3,500-square-foot (325-square-meter) mezzanine, the bulk of the store is spread over adjacent buildings on the third
floor. “The bookstore is a great amenity for the movie theaters,” notes Williams, allowing people to pass the time
while waiting for a movie.

The aforementioned synergy among the uses and the popular success of The Grove’s concept can be discerned from a
wealth of statistics collected by The Grove. The center is 100 percent occupied and has a waiting list of potential
tenants. Sales for most tenants are running well ahead of expectations, with average sales for The Grove exceeding
$500 per square foot ($5,376 per square meter) and some restaurants over $1,000 per square foot ($10,762 per
square meter). Drawing patrons from 78 zip codes, The Grove has averaged a 92 percent conversion rate (percentage
of visitors who spend money at the mall), compared with a national rate closer to 50 percent. And, according to Rick
Caruso, the average amount spent per visit is roughly twice the national average. Thus, The Grove has not sacrificed
sales for a higher level of pedestrian or visitor amenities, but rather appears to be doing better for having them.

The impact of The Grove on the Farmers Market appears to be positive as well. The market has extended its operating 
hours and seems to be doing significantly greater business overall than before. With easy access via First Street on 
foot or by trolley, many patrons of The Grove dine at the informal, less expensive Farmers Market while shopping, 
and evening patronage has added a strong market for the Farmers Market, which it lacked previously. Also, the 
presence of The Grove enhances the destination appeal of the Farmers Market for tourists.

EXPERIENCE GAINED

The mix of uses at The Grove, with its emphasis on entertainment-related uses—food, movies, and books—along with
high-quality shops, appears to be a strong attraction and well tuned to the increasing attention to and dollars spent
on leisure time activity.

The Grove’s site design, including the open-air First Street and town green, seems to encourage strolling, and
contributes to The Grove’s appeal as a destination. The many different seating areas, benches, dining terraces and
balconies, as well as the high level of landscaping, fountains, and other site detailing, heighten this appeal.

The bounded interior space of The Grove creates a sense of place and, with its implied security, further contributes to
The Grove’s market appeal. For pedestrians, The Grove offers a sizable, protected environment for strolling, a place
where one can be active and outdoors and yet safe.



PROJECT DATA

LAND USE INFORMATION

Site area (acres/hectares): 17.5/7
Gross building area (square feet/square meters): 575,000/53,417
Gross leasable area (square feet/square meters): 575,000/53,417
Number of levels: 3
Total parking spaces: 3,500 structured 

LAND USE PLAN

Use Acres/Hectares Percentage of Site

Buildings 7.00/2.8 40.0

Parking structures 3.75/1.5 21.4

Paved areas (surface parking/roads) 3.00/1.2 17.2

Landscaped areas 3.75/1.5 21.4

Total 17.5/7.0 100.0

RETAIL TENANT INFORMATION

Classification
Number 
of Stores

Total Gross Leasable Area 
(Square Feet/Square Meters)

General merchandise 1 121,944/11,328

Food 8 58,025/5,390

Clothing and accessories 21 137,942/12,815

Shoes 1 5,800/538

Home furnishings 5 35,244/3,274

Home appliances/music 1 5,974/555

Theaters/movies 1 83,307/7,739

Hobby/specialty interest 2 65,895/6,121

Gifts/specialty 2 11,824/1,098

Jewelry 3 8,514/790

Personal services 1 7,179/670

Offices (other than financial) 3 40,348/3,748

Total 49 574,996/53,417

MAJOR TENANTS

Tenant Name Space Occupied (Square Feet/Square Meters)

Barnes & Noble 41,898/3,892

Crate & Barrel 24,529/2,278

Apple Computers 5,974/550

Nordstrom 121,944/11,328

Pacific Theatres 83,307/7,739

Gap 25,127/2,334

Banana Republic 28,351/2,633

FAO Schwarz 24,407/2,267

Average length of lease: 10 to 20 years
Annual rents (per square foot/square meter): $20–$120/$215–$1,290
Average annual sales (per square foot/square meter): $605/$6,505

DEVELOPMENT COST INFORMATION

Site Acquisition Cost: $5,000,000 (ground rent)

Site Improvement Costs (on and off site): $20,000,000 

Construction Costs: $100,000,000
Tenant Improvements: Excluded

Soft Costs
Architecture/engineering: $15,000,000
Legal/accounting: $2,000,000
Taxes/insurance: $1,000,000
Title fees: $12,000,000
Other: $5,000,000
Total: $35,000,000 

Total Development Cost: $160,000,000



DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE

Site acquired: July 1997
Planning started: July 1997
Leasing started: April 1998
Approvals obtained: May 2000
Construction started: December 2000
Project opened: March 15, 2002

DIRECTIONS

From Los Angeles International Airport: Take I-405 north approximately four miles (6.4 kilometers) to I-10 east. Go 
approximately two miles (3.2 kilometers) to the Fairfax exit (north). Drive approximately 3.5 miles (5.6 kilometers) to 
the corner of Third and Fairfax. Turn right onto Farmers Market Way to enter the parking structure of The Grove.

Driving time: 25 minutes in nonpeak traffic.

Steve Fader, report author
Leslie Holst, editor, Development Case Studies
David James Rose, copy editor
Joanne Nanez, online production manager

This Development Case Study is intended as a resource for subscribers in improving the quality of future projects. Data contained
herein were made available by the project's development team and constitute a report on, not an endorsement of, the project by
ULI–the Urban Land Institute.

Copyright © 2003 by ULI–the Urban Land Institute
1025 Thomas Jefferson Street, N.W., Suite 500 West, Washington D.C. 20007-5201



The Grove is a 575,000-square-foot, open-air retail and entertainment center adjacent to the historic Farmers Market in 
Los Angeles, California.



pacific Theatres at The Grove, a 14-theater cineplex with an old-fashioned grand marquee and vertical signage, is a 
primary anchor, complementing the nearby restaurants, bookstore, and shops.



The Grove's double-decker trolley traverses the length of The Grove at ten-minute intervals, terminating at the Farmers 
Market.



Located near the green, this three-story multitenant building, designed to resemble a London train station, terminates 
the vista along First Street and visually encloses the green.



View along Bow Street, a narrow offshoot of First Street lined with boutiques and restaurants, scaled to evoke European 
lanes.



Development plan.
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